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ABSTRACT

Within the last few years a new performance practice has
established itself in the field of intermedia art including
computer music: Live Coding. By this a media perfor-
mance is understood, where the performers create and mod-
ify their software-based instruments during the performance.
One promise of this technique has been to provide per-
formers with a way of improvising within the realm of
algorithms rather than notes, while at the same time of-
fering the audience a primary perception of the the algo-
rithms used by projecting the source code, as opposed to
the secondary perception of algorithms in traditional com-
puter music by means of music alone. Another aspect is
the development and demonstration of a technical mastery
of the instrument “software”.

In this paper we try to give an overview on the evolu-
tion of Live Coding within the last decade.

1. INTRODUCTION

Programs should be written for people to read,
and only incidentally for machines to execute.[3]

Historically, computer music and tape music are closely
related. This is not only true for tape music created with
the help of computers, but also for many so-called real-
time computer music performances, at least from the au-
dience’s point of view. Often, there is not much difference
between a laptop-performer who starts the playback of a
multi-track recording and then awaits the end of a piece,
and a laptop-performer who starts dsp-engines, modifies
effects and parameterises algorithms controlling the for-
mer in real-time.

While it is often not so interesting for the audience to
watch pale faces illuminated by computer screens, it is
at the same times often not very interesting for the per-
formers to play their (however complex) systems and al-
gorithms with the limited interface of keyboard, mouse
and fader-boxes.1

The performers are almost exclusively the same people
who have designed and written the software instruments
in countless hours. The traditional separation into com-
poser, instrumentalist and instrument maker is not valid
for them anymore. And since these people spend most of

1 This does not deny all the efforts being undertaken in the field of
New Interfaces for Musical Expression. And doubtless thereare per-
formers who are happy with limited interfaces that make it quiteimpos-
sible to break the entire setup during performance.

their time at the design of their instruments (which, due to
the power of general purpose machines, are not “just” in-
struments but can also hold scores and algorithms, which
will eventually form the “composition”), it is only logical
that this is the field where they gain the greatest skill and
virtuosity: the design of algorithms and their implementa-
tion in source code.

It was only a matter of time until these people started to
utilise their specific skills and explore them in live perfor-
mances, in club concerts and at experimental music festi-
vals.

Writing code in front of the audience ideally gives the
performers an intellectually challenging way to play and
improvise with their instrument. From the audience’s point
of view, the performers are also physically involved into
the making of music, at least they are struggling with the
computer in a perceivable way. In order to perceive not
only the factthat the performers are doing something but
alsowhat they are doing, it helps to provide the audience
with some secondary information about the code, for in-
stance by projecting it onto a video wall.

2. A SHORT HISTORY

Emerging from the club scene at the end of the 1990s, a
number of prominent Live Coding performers soon organ-
ised themselves into an international consortium “for the
proliferation of live audio programming”:TOPLAP[5, 2].

However, traces of Live Coding can be found far ear-
lier.

2.1. The Early Days

Being an art form heavily depending on general purpose
computers, not much Live Coding can be found before the
1950s. Some Authors [2] argue that the tournament on
cubic equations between the two Italian mathematicians
Nicolo Fontana Tartaglia and Antonio Maria Fior about
1539 might be considered an early Live Coding perfor-
mance (albeit it lasted for several weeks and is thus not
directly comparable to today’s short-lived performances).

With the advent of the microcomputer in the 1970s,
computers finally became small enough to fit on stage,
where they could be used as performance instrument. One
of the first known Live Coding sessions is attributed to
Ron Kuivila, performed at STEIM, Amsterdam, in 1985[4].

“The Hub”, one of the early experimental network com-
puter bands in the 1980s [6], allowed the audience to per-



ceive their decision making by giving them read access to
their monitors:

“The Hub’s composers [...] allowed us to walk
around, observe their computer screen mes-
sages, and assuage our curiosity.”[11]

The languages of choice at that time wereLispdialects
(the Hub) andForth (the Hub and Kuivila).

2.2. The Dark Ages

In the 1990s, the energies of the computer pioneers to do
Live Coding seem to have ebbed away. The hype about
the Internet and (related to it) Open Source/Free Software
seems to have bound most of the creative potential within
the hands of software experts. However, both the FLOSS
movement and the Internet have contributed much to the
development and the public perception of software art[26].

2.3. A New Dawn

At the end of the 1990s, software art (and its sub-category
code art) [9] evolved fromnet.art. Exploring the beauty of
algorithms, this movement dealt with code as a new form
of expression[12].

With the ever-growing power of computers, interpreted
languages (or rather: their interpreters) had by now be-
come fast enough to be used to generate audio and even
video in real-time.

In 2000, the duoSLUB(Alex McLean and Adrian Ward)
did their first Live Coding performance (including projec-
tion of source code), utilising a self-written environment
“hacked together” in languages like Perl and REALbasic.

At about the same time, Julian Rohrhuber did first ex-
periments with Live Coding in SuperCollider.

Since then, an increasing number of people have ex-
pressed themselves by the means of source code on stage,
which eventually lead to the founding of an organisation
dedicated to Live Coding,TOPLAP[2].

While at the beginning Live Coding was confined to the
abuse of general purpose languages (Perl) and the exten-
sion of existing computer music frameworks (SuperCol-
lider), soon the development of integrated environments
dedicated solely to the Live Coding of sound and multi-
media (ChucK, impromptu; see Section 4) started.

2.4. Parallel Evolutions

Naturally, Live Coding cannot be viewed isolated from
other, parallel developments: for instance, pioneers like
Tetsuo Kogawa have started to do “Hardware Hacking”
performances, where physical circuits are soldered in real
time in front of an audience[15].

A less “artistic” development can be observed in the
computer sciences: agile programming techniques such
aseXtreme Programmingintroduced the principle ofPair
Programming. Here two programmers write software to-
gether at one workstation, thus exposing the algorithms

directly to an audience and allowing the audience to take
part in the evolution of the algorithms.

3. PARADIGMS AND AESTHETICS

In the Lübeck04 manifesto[25], the members of TOPLAP
state what they believe is important for Live Coding. The
two main issues (apart from the obvious fact that software
has to be written in real-time in order to be called “Live
Coding”) are:

• Live Coding is about algorithms rather than tools

• “Obscurantism is dangerous. Show us your screens.”

Adhering to the “Show us your screens” demand, in a
usual Live Coding performance, the source code is usually
projected - a somewhat simplistic approach that doesn’t
necessarily guarantee the kind of “open aesthetics” ad-
vocated by Wang and Cook[30]. Ensembles likePower-
books Unplugged[1] try to overcome this by letting the
performers sit down among the audience and presenting
the code not via big video projections but in the privacy of
their laptop screens [10].

At a first glance, Live Coding seems to celebrate the
performer as a virtuoso, who is in total control of algo-
rithms, source code and the keyboard.

In contradiction to this, several prominent live-coders
are following an (anti-)postmodernist aesthetics, tryingto
overcome the traditional ideas of genius: While Amy Alexan-
der idealises a “goofy” anti-aesthetics[4] as often found
with “geeks” within the current software culture[16], Tom
Hall and Julian Rohrhuber take a more serious approach
by proposing aslow codemovement, which tries to elimi-
nate the virtuosity of speed typing from Live Coding per-
formances: “The slow code movement is to music what
the slow food movement is to cooking.”[14]

4. ENVIRONMENTS

In theory, every programming environment with the abil-
ity to produce sound and a reasonably fast implementation-
execution cycle can be used for Live Coding.

While theoretically it is possible to use compiled lan-
guages for Live Coding, in practice the slow edit-compile-
run cycle allows too little direct interaction for most im-
provisers.

Since Live Coding is still at its infancy, there are not
many Live Coding systems available yet. Therefore Live
Coders either have to write their own Live Coding envi-
ronment from scratch, or extend existing real-time sys-
tems.

Alex McLean and Adrian Ward are well known for us-
ing REALbasic[7], Perl[19] and the Unix command line
interpreterbash[18] as a Live Coding environment.

Compared to multi-purpose programming languages like
Perl, (real-time) computer music languages ease the task
of creating sound to a large degree.



4.1. SuperCollider & JITLib

Most likely the first environment based on a computer-
music system and dedicated to Live Coding (orJust-In-
Time Programmingas it is called here) has been thePar-
cel extension to SuperCollider[17] by Julian Rohrhuber,
which was later developed further intoJITLib [22].

JITLib provides a proxy-system for diverse processes
(like synthesis) to be added, modified and deleted at will,
while providing a unified way to switch between various
processes by means of crossfading[23].

Recent additions to this library also allow several per-
formers connected via a physical network to share and col-
laboratively manipulate these processes[10].

4.2. ChucK

ChucK[27] is probably the first computer-music language
dedicated to and designed for Live Coding (orOn-the-fly
Programmingas the authors refer to it).ChucKprovides
language constructs to control, modify and replaceshreds
(tightly synced processes running in parallel at different
speeds) programmatically[30]. In addition to these formal
constructs,ChucK also provides an integrated environ-
ment calledAudicle designed to handle them efficiently
and to visualise the structure and system-interaction of the
resulting software apart from simply showing the source-
code[28] - an important aspect for an audience that is not
necessarily code literate.

4.3. Environments for Multimedia

While ChucK provides several graphical representations
of the live-coded software, it is not meant for creating vi-
sual output (yet[29]).

In the meantime, several other Live Coding environ-
ments have been developed with a focus on graphics, video
and multimedia. Since many of these environments are
targeted at VJs producing “visuals”, they have inherent
multimedia capabilities like basic analysis of incoming
sound, in order to tightly couple audio and video.

Other (more direct) multimedia approaches include the
exchange of control data between various system-nodes
dedicated to different media via a higher level protocol, or
the creation of several stimuli from within a true multime-
dia environment[8].

One common problem of these environments is that
both the primary artistic output (the images) and the sec-
ondary one (the code that creates them) are visual impres-
sions and thus overlap in the presentation (at least, if it is
important that the code is shown to the audience).

One solution to this is to present code and imagery on
different screens, eventually with different sizes in order
to focus the audience’s attention on one of the two repre-
sentations. Another solution is to integrate the code into
the imagery, at the cost of making the source code less
readable.

The Thingeeand its underlying languageThingeeLan-
guageare based on Macromedia’s Director and its script-

ing languageLingo. Contrary to most Live Coding en-
vironments where the focus is on the expressivity of the
language,The Thingeeaims at the (eventually software-
illiterate) audience that wants to understand what the pro-
grammer does and how this translates into an artistic out-
come [4].

A more traditional approach (with a focus on the lan-
guage) is represented byfluxus, a scheme/Lispbased 3d
rendering engine with a special editor for Live Coding[13].

Anotherschemebased environment that is dedicated to
both audio and video creation isimpromptu. Unlike most
other environments described here,impromptualso pro-
vides ways for collaborative Live Coding, where several
programmers interact on the code level[24].

4.4. Graphical Environments

Graphical computer music languages, such as Max/MSP
or Pure data[21] have the advantage of offering a repre-
sentation of the source code that is easily accesible by the
audience. While it is arguable that graphical programs can
be quite complicated to read and hard to understand[20],
they offer a certain familiarity to people who are probably
not willing to read text-based source code.

Many of these systems provide mature multimedia ex-
tensions (Jitter for Max/MSP; GEM, pdp and GridFlow
for Pure data) for integrated Live Coding of both audio
and video. But none of them offer any specific constructs
for handling discontinuities when switching between pro-
cesses.

5. CONCLUSION

Live Coding has established itself as an alternative to tra-
ditional laptop performances. Offering a form of impro-
visation at an algorithmic level, it provides the audience
with an insight into the used algorithms by making the
source code visible, while at the same time focusing on
the (physical) presence of the performers.

Currently many of the Live Coding performances take
place either informally in clubs or more formally in ex-
perimental festivals, like theLOSS Livecode Festivalor
the Linux Audio Conference. The main focus is still on
the joyful exploration of this new technique.

Once this performance practice has grown out of its in-
fancy, it might well be that one day live-coding “software
musicians” will be part of traditional ensembles.
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